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Chair Neave and Members of the Committee:

My name is Andrew Brown, and I have the privilege of serving as a senior fellow of child and family policy at the Texas 
Public Policy Foundation. Thank you for the opportunity to offer testimony in support of House Bill 2926. 

It is fitting that this bill is being heard during Holy Week as it rests on the ideas of redemption and restoration that are 
central to the observance of Easter. Although these ideas receive special emphasis during this season, humanity’s capacity 
to change for the better and heal that which is broken is a universal truth, regardless of faith tradition. 

House Bill 2926 recognizes that this even applies to parents whose past mistakes led to the involuntary termination of their 
parental rights. An analysis of data obtained from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services found that Texas 
ranked second behind California for the highest number of total terminations of parental rights between 2010 and 2018. 
In 2018, there were more than 5,500 terminations of parental rights in Texas for a rate of 7.53 per 10,000 child population. 
Many of these terminations involved children in the foster care system. 

Approximately 1,200 youth will age out of the Texas foster care system each year without finding a permanent home. This 
lack of permanency is accompanied by a variety of negative health, educational, and economic outcomes, including a 
greater risk of involvement with the criminal justice system. House Bill 2926 adds another tool to the toolbox for achieving 
permanency for youth at risk of aging out. 

The process created by House Bill 2926 is new to Texas, but it is not new from a national perspective. Currently, almost half 
of all states have a legal process for reinstating previously terminated parental rights. I have submitted a research paper with 
my testimony that includes an analysis of common characteristics among reinstatement laws, many of which have been 
incorporated into the legislation before you today. 

It is important to note that reinstatement is not appropriate in all cases, and House Bill 2926 is structured in such a way to 
allow courts to determine when reinstatement is an appropriate permanency option. Under the bill, a petition for reinstate-
ment may be brought by the department, a single source continuum contactor responsible for a child in a community-
based care region, an attorney ad litem for a child, or a parent whose rights were terminated. Once a petition has been filed, 
it triggers a hearing where the court examines evidence to determine if reinstatement of rights is appropriate and in the 
child’s best interests. The court also has the option to defer granting the petition and order a trial return during which the 
department remains the managing conservator while the child is placed with the parent under supervision for a period of 
6 months. This will allow the department to provide services to the family to ensure a successful transition before a final 
decision is made regarding full reinstatement of rights.

As thousands of Texas children await adoption and move ever closer to aging out of foster care without finding a perma-
nent, loving home, there is a critical need to expand permanency options for children in state custody. Parents who have 
successfully turned their lives around and demonstrated an ability to care for their children deserve a second chance. House 
Bill 2926 recognizes that redemption is possible and provides an opportunity to restore families safely and successfully.  

Thank you for your time, and I look forward to answering your questions.  

https://www.dfps.state.tx.us/About_DFPS/Data_Book/Child_Protective_Services/Conservatorship/Exits.asp
https://www.dfps.state.tx.us/About_DFPS/Data_Book/Child_Protective_Services/Conservatorship/Exits.asp
https://youth.gov/youth-briefs/foster-care-youth-brief/challenges
https://files.texaspolicy.com/uploads/2020/09/08165212/Pressley-Parental-Rights.pdf
https://files.texaspolicy.com/uploads/2020/09/08165212/Pressley-Parental-Rights.pdf
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About Texas Public Policy Foundation
The Texas Public Policy Foundation is a 501(c)3 nonprofit, nonpartisan research institute. The Foundation 
promotes and defends liberty, personal responsibility, and free enterprise in Texas and the nation by edu-
cating and affecting policymakers and the Texas public policy debate with academically sound research 
and outreach. 

Funded by thousands of individuals, foundations, and corporations, the Foundation does not accept gov-
ernment funds or contributions to influence the outcomes of its research.

The public is demanding a different direction for their government, and the Texas Public Policy Foundation 
is providing the ideas that enable policymakers to chart that new course. 
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